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THr twenty-first century has been witnessing an increasing frequency in the
diagnosis of autism in childhood. lt has even been spoken of in terms of a true
epidemic. Does this diagnostic expansion always correspond to the individuats

invotved in it? 0ne pressing question is the following: this is not just about

diagnosis but about what constitutes a viable treatment proposat for autistic
chitdren.

Autism has the particularity of starting in early chitdhood. There are atso

autistic teenagers and adu[ts who, despite variations in most cases in the
presentation they had in chil"dhood [due mainLy to the expansion of [anguage use),

maintain some unmodified characteristics without this forecasting a tragic
destiny that one wou[d have to accept with resignation.

First of att, it is necessary to distinguish autism from the concept of "autistic

jouissance". Autism is not a disease of the broken bond, some kind of expression

of our modern world, even though there is a current prevalence in our [anguage

of saying that we are "a[[ autists". Jouissance is atways autoerotic, autistic,
regardtess of the type of bond that prevaits in our contemporaneity. The term
"generatised autism" names jouissance, it supposes the bond with the other,

without this generalization imptying a diagnosis. Moreover, Jacques-Al.ain Mil.l.er
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indicates that autism in its broad sense is a transctinicat category: it is the native

state of the subject to which the social bond is added

A brief outtine of the history of the notion of autism wi[tatlow us to examine
the psychoanalytic approach, in its conceptuaI and c[inicaI aspects.

Diagnosis

l*ro*r,r, autism has its history. ln 1943leo Kanner introduced the concept of
"earty infantite autism". A few months [ater, in 1944, and in another context,
Asperger started his devetopments on so-catted 'Asperger's syndrome". The
first remains an interface between psychiatry and psychoanatysis. The second
fottows an educative course, since from the beginning Aspergerwas proposing
a "curative pedagogy".

The concept of autism itsetf is particutar. lt is the great survivor of the
diagnostic coltapse proposed by the DSM-IV. Both Kanner's "Earty lnfantiLe
Autism" and 'Asperger's Syndrome" are part of the "Pervasive Development
Disorders" IPDD), which emphasize deve[opmental disturbance.

Kanner's description of autistic chitdren indicates that they present
difficutties: in their re[ationship with the other [rejection of the gaze, absence of

spontaneous behaviour [ike pointing at objects of interest, or lack of sociaI and
emotional reciprocity); in communication [detay or absence of oral language,
stereotyped use of [anguage or incapacity to estabtish conversations); and in

behaviour Il.ack of ftexibitity, rituats, absence of symbo[ic ptay). He names its
essentiaI characteristics "a[oneness" and sameness"l. The adjective "early"

indicates that it manifests itsetf from birth or in any case before the chitd's third
year. This earty start determines its presentation modatity.

It is distinguished from Asperger's syndrome by the fact that the latter [acks
the detay in language aquisition and is recognised or begins [ater. ln his

diagnosis, Asperger indicates traits that are [ife-[ong, the syndrome is not

devetopmental and changes in the diagnosis do not occur.

ln the Diagnostic and Statistical Manuals they are both distinguished fgom

chitdhood schizophrenia on the basis of the absence of hatlucinations, atthough
as Lacan says, autistic chitdren atso have hattucinations, whose particutarity
must be examined.2

DSM-V, soon to be pubtished, eliminates this distinction and introduces a

new clinicaI category: 'Autistic Spectrum Disorders" IASDJ, with its grades: [ow,

moderate and severe. The criteria used for this diagnosis are socia[ and

communicationaI deficits; along with fixed interests and repetitive behaviour.

Thus, autism is becoming a broadened diagnosis that inctudes distinct types.

1 Kanner, L., 'Autistic Disturbances of Affective Contact" in Nervous Child, lssue 2,1943, p.2t+9.

2 Lacan, J., "Geneva Lecture on the Symptom", transt. by R. Grigg, in Analysis,lssue 1 , 1989, p. 19
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The question as to whether children diagnosed with earty infantite autism
are abte to evotve into Asperger's syndrome in adutthood witt eventualty
disappear in this context since theywittboth faLtunderASD. However, the ctinicaI
subttety of this question remains, in so far as one can observe a change from
chitdhood to adutthood which shows that not at[ autistic chi[dren necessari[y
remain with their initial. presentation throughout their lives, nor do their so-ca[[ed
"cognitive disorders", assessed in chil.dhood, persist. The names of the ctasses,

as lan Hacking says, interact with the individuats invotved in them, but are
neverthetess insufficient when it comes to accommodating the subjects and their
differences.3 Beyond the fate of the diagnosis, there stitI remains that which
makes each subject unique and impossibte to ditute into the norm".

Cognitive theories have introduced the notion of "autistic spectrum" which
includes both chitdren and adutts. 4,1979 study by Wing and Goutd forms the
basis of this concept.a They argue that aLl chitdren presenting a severe social
handicap atso shared the core symptoms of autism. ln their view, children who
are affected by simiLar difficuLties in social reciprocity and communication, and

who have restricted behaviour, require the same cognitive treatments as peop[e

with autism. They atL fatl. within the autistic spectrum, thus greatty increasing
the incidence of autism.

This notion is [inked to the diagnosis of "Pervasive DevetopmentaI Disorder
not Otherwise Specified" which, due to its lack of defined criteria, includes more
cases of autistic spectrum than of autism. This is one of the points of discussion
within the proposed DSM-V.

Moreover, insofar as there is no specific medication for autism, chitdren are
medicated for anxiety, depression or hyperactivity. The postutate of organicity
and the disturbance of the executive function in cognitive theory on which ADD

and PDD are based, together with the purety descriptive approach, blurs the
boundaries between these ctinicaI pictures.

As a matter of fact, "deficit" was never a good diagnostic criterion as it led

inevitabty to the use of medication and behaviouraItherapies to alteviate it. Every

Last chitd becomes "educable and medicabte" in the name of curing the symptom

without taking into account the cause and the singutar treatment it ca[ts upon.

ln the name of "normality", what is sought is to re-educate chitdren to make

them Like the others. What is thus ignored is the fact that there exists no norm
that is va[id for everyone atike, and there is no universaI criterion of heatth.

Everyone is different, everyone is "normatl.y" outside the norm at the point where

singularity is addressed. Autistic chitdren have their own way of "functioning"

within their structure.

3 Cf Hacking,l., "Madness:BiotogicatorConstructed?" in TheSocialConstructionof What?, Harvard

University Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1999, pp. 100-125.

4Wing, L., & GouLd, J., "Severe lmpairments of Social lnteraction and Associated Abnormatities in

Chitdren: Epidemiotogy and C[assification" in Journal of Autism and Developmental Disorders, lssue 9,

March 1979,pp.11-29.
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From a perspective outside of psychoanalysis, the neurotogist 0tiver Sacks,

in his book An Anthropologist on Mars, states that no two autistic individuats are

atike: "its precise form or expression is different in every case".s We may add

that any two individua[s are unatike, autistic or otherwise.

Autism Epidemic

Tnr Oiagnosis of autism in chitdren has been muttiptying in recent times. This

increase has imptications for both treatment and Pubtic HeaLth poticies.
However, is there realty an increase in the number of autistic chi[dren or does this
correspond to the way the categories of ctassification in use in the wortd today

are being read?

With the emergence of this larger number of "autistic chitdren", a rumour
broke out that shook the pubLic. ln 1998 The Lancef published a study by Dr
Wakfiel.d from North London's Royal Free Hospitat in which he set out a

hypothesis of the retationship between the rubet[a vaccine and autism. The

media contributed to create a major scandaIwhich spread via the lnternet.
ln connection with this scandat, Frangois Ansermet has recatted6 how a 2004

study revea[ed that a team of lawyers had paid DrWakefield to pubLish the news,

and immediatety began proceedings against the producers of the vaccines. ln

March 2004, The Lancef pubtished a short editoriaI in which they recantedT, but

the rumor continued to circutate.
The grain of truth behind this rumour is that to think of autism as a deficit tinked

to genetics, to think that it is constitutionaIor even the secondary effect of a vaccine,

generatty retieves parents as it distances them from their painfuIfeelings.

The search for a defective gene has reached such a point that, faced with the
troub[e they are having in finding an "autistic gene", scientists have begun to

speak about "spontaneous genetic mutations" linked to the environment. The

decoding of the human genome has introduced the beLief that uttimateLy it wil.L

be possibte to estabLish the genetic sequence that wit[ a[Low autism to be

isotated. ln June 2010, The Genome Project Consortium pubtished an articte in
the journal Nature where they reported finding duptications and toss of

fragments of DNA in 20o/o of autism cases examined. They speak of "rare

variations", unique mutations, with a different gene in each chitd. The premise

is that they are congenitaI mutations that have nothing to do with heredity, but are

each different. The cause of these genetic changes has not been established, so

the "environmentat cause" remains a legitimate perspective. The genetic

5 Sachs, O., An Anthropologist on Mars: Seven Paradoxical Tales, Knopf, New York, 1995, p. 250.

6Ansermet, F., Siegrist, C.-A., "Vaccin rougeote et autisme, aucune 6vidence scientifique", Tribune

de Gendve, 6 May 2008, p. 33.

7 The Lancet, VoL.363, No.941 1, March 2004, pp. 823-4.
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argument such as it has been set out leaves re-education as the onty viab[e
a[ternative. lt remains to be seen whether this "environment" wit[ include or not
the subject's retation to the signifier.

The discrediting of psychoana[ysis is corre[ative to the increasing use of
cognitive-behaviouraI treatments for autistic chitdren, which help spread the
betief that psychoana[ysts b[ame parents for their chitdren's condition. lan

Hacking, in The Social Construction of What?, considers this perspective and

mentions how cognitive science currentty "ru[es somes roosts"8 by exptaining
autism through the "theory of mind", given the [inguistic and other deficits that are

met in "autistic chitdren". This theory refers to the abitity to attribute mental states
to onesetf and others, effectivety amounting to an imaginary version of the Other.

Autism is not a catamity, says Jacquetine Berger, journa[ist, author of the
book Sorfir de l'autisme,e and mother of two autistic chitdren. The bad reputation
of psychoanalysis corresponds to the fact that the results it obtains are not
measurabl.e according to the quantitative and statistic criteria used by cognitive
behaviourists in scientific pub[ications.

On the Side of Psychoanalysis

J ror-Cr-ouDE Ma[eva[ looks at the diversity of cases invotved in the diagnosis of

autism, ranging from cases requiring institutional care for [ife, to cases of high-
functioning autists. Some chitdren have "islets of abiLity" which often make them
"savants" in highl.y speciatised domains, even with exceptionaI skitts.10 Sacks

examines the characteristics through which they become "prodigies" whose

technical prowesses, says Eric Laurent, have shifted the focus of interest that
used to be ptaced on delusion.

But autism cannot be grasped by the sum of its symptoms given that it is n c:

a disease but a singular subjective functioning. ln so far as it constitutes 
=

particutar ctinical type, there is no "normat" chiLd lurking hidden behind his s^=..

The conception of autism as a deficiency that p[aces them in the cate::-; :'
disabted chi[dren inevitabty Limits them to exctusivety educationaI tre=:-=-::
and turns away from the subject's participation in a functioning tha: :':-: -:.
seaL his or her destiny.

Mateval posits that autism is a structure characterised by' = 
-..-' -- -'

signifying atienation and by a jouissance that returns to a rim. T^ s =,1-::: - -

borrowed f rom Eric Laurentll, accounts for the way in which tl^e :: = : -: - = 
- :

B Hacking., 1., The Social Construction of What?, op. cit., p. 1 1 5.

9 Berger, J., Sortir de L'autisme, Buchet, Paris, 2007.

10 Cf., Matevat, J.-C., "Langue verbeuse, [angue factuette et phrases spon:;^:=:
Cause freudienne, lssue 78, 2011, pp. 77 -92.

1 1 Laurent, E., "Lecture critique ll" in L'autisme et ta psychanalyse, PU \' -: - :



to the body in such a way that it constitutes an "autistic sheLL" in its
utar tibidinaI dynamics.l2 The symbo[ic disorder generates a dead

:iation that is either displaced, erased or purety technicat. lt is not a

tive deficit but a particuLar reLationship to the signifier. This rejection
nts jouissance from embarking on speech, and it returns instead on a rim,
rer with an object to which the autistic chiLd is stuck: a shet[ is thus buitt
r a [ibidinaI dynamic. The autistic border is a protective formation faced with
ratening 0ther, and it has three essentiaI components: the image of the

e, the islets of ability and the autistic object.13

atevat's centraI hypothesis is that the autist's rejection of the jouissance

iated with the object voice determines the language disorders. What is at

here is not sonority but rather the enunciation of his act of saying. "Nothing

re anxiety provoking for the autistic chitd", says Ma[evat, "than to cede his
jouissance, atienating himsetf in the signifier". He then protects himsetf
:he anguishing presence of the voice through verbosity or mutism, and he

; the Other's interlocution. Even when they speak ftuently, as in the case of

[unctioning autists, they protect themsetves against vocaI jouissance

3h the lack of enunciation. This is where the lone[iness of the autist stems
when it comes to taking up a position of enunciation, as weltas the fixity in

[ort to maintain a static order against the chaos in his wortd.
alevaI then posits two possibte types of way out which range from the
on of a doub[e in chiLdhood, to the creation of an Other of synthesis in

rood through the memorization of signs and, finatty, the use of highty

lex autistic objects. Thus, from the [onetiness and mutism of ear[y autism,

ossible to find the Asperger's syndrome of adulthood in a second phase,

raving worked on the jouissance that returns on the rim.
rese devetopments are [ines of research that enab[e us to reftect upon their
oning within the anatytic setting.
'ic Laurent shows that the inc[usion of the subject in autism implies the

oning of a signifier that stands atone in the reat, without any possibitity of

rcement, a spare part" acting in such way as to seek a fixed order and a

clic that is realised without any possib[e equivocation, a true "cipher of

n".14 Not being abte to empathise is not necessarily a deficit, rather it attows

:hitdren to function without the imaginary obstacles of everyday Life. On the

hand, Laurent adds, "we must give up the idea of the 'mechanicaL chitd"' -
ng to the Joey case by Bettel.heim - and "speak rather of the organ chitd"'

orhatisatstakeis"the montageofthebodyplusanobjectoutsideofthebody".r'

La Conversation de Ctermont: enjeux d'un d6bat", in La Cause f reudienne,lssue 78, op. cit., p

:vat, J.-C., Llautiste et sa voix, Seuit, Paris, 2009, p. 108.

'ent, E, "Le chiffre de ['autisme", in Le nouvelAne,lssue 8, February 2008, p. 16.
! .,-

rent, E., "Autisme et psychose: poursuite d'un diatogue avec Robert et Rosine Lefort" in L"

se freudienne, lssue 66,2007.
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argument such as it has been set out leaves re-education as the on[y viab[e
alternative. lt remains to be seen whetherthis "environment" wi[[ include or not
the subject's re[ation to the signifier.

The discrediting of psychoanatysis is correlative to the increasing use of
cognitive-behaviouraI treatments for autistic chi[dren, which help spread the
betief that psychoanalysts btame parents for their chi[dren's condition. lan

Hacking, in The Social Construction of What?, considers this perspective and

mentions how cognitive science currentty "rutes somes roosts"s by exptaining
autism through the "theory of mind", given the tinguistic and other deficits that are
met in "autistic chi[dren". This theory refers to the abitity to attribute mentaI states
to onese[f and others, effectivety amounting to an imaginary version of the Other.

Autism is not a catamity, says Jacquetine Berger, journalist, author of the
book Sortir de l'autisme,e and mother of two autistic chi[dren. The bad reputation
of psychoanalysis corresponds to the fact that the resu[ts it obtains are not
measurab[e according to the quantitative and statistic criteria used by cognitive
behaviourists in scientific pubtications.

On the Side of Psychoanalysis

JEnr.r-CLauor Mateva[ looks at the diversity of cases invotved in the diagnosis of
autism, ranging from cases requiring institutionatcare for [ife, to cases of high-
functioning autists. Some chitdren have "islets of abitity" which often make them
"savants" in highl.y speciatised domains, even with exceptional skit[s.10 Sacks
examines the characteristics through which they become "prodigies" whose
technicaI prowesses, says Eric Laurent, have shifted the focus of interest that
used to be ptaced on detusion.

But autism cannot be grasped by the sum of its symptoms given that it is not
a disease but a singular subjective functioning. ln so far as it constitutes a

particutar ctinicaI type, there is no "normaL" chiLd Lurking hidden behind his shelt.
The conception of autism as a deficiency that ptaces them in the category of
disabted chi[dren inevitabty [imits them to exctusive[y educationaI treatments
and turns away from the subject's participation in a functioning that does not
seaI his or her destiny.

MalevaI posits that autism is a structure characterised by a rejection of
signifying atienation and by a jouissance that returns to a rim. This expression,
borrowed from Eric Laurentll, accounts for the way in which the object remains

8 Hacking., 1., The Social Construction of What?, op. cit., p. 1 15.

9 Berger, J., Sortir de l'autisme, Buchet, Paris, 2007.

10 Cf , MaLevat, J.-C., "Langue verbeuse, [angue factuette et phrases spontan6es chez ['autiste", in La

Cause freudienne, lssue 78, 2011, pp. 77 -92.

1 1 Laurent, E., "Lecture critique ll" in Llautisme et la psychanalyse, PUM, Toutou se,1992, p. 156.
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stuck to the body in such a way that it constitutes an "autistic shetL" in its
particutar tibidinat dynamics.l2 The symbotic disorder generates a dead

enunciation that is either disptaced, erased or pure[y technicat. lt is not a

cognitive deficit but a particu[ar retationship to the signifier. This rejection
prevents jouissance f rom embarking on speech, and it returns instead on a rim,
together with an object to which the autistic chitd is stuck: a shet[ is thus buitt
within a tibidinatdynamic. The autistic border is a protective formation faced with
a threatening Other, and it has three essential components: the image of the
double, the rs/ets of ability and the autistic object.13

Matevat's centraI hypothesis is that the autist's rejection of the jouissance

associated with the object voice determines the [anguage disorders. What is at

stake here is not sonority but rather the enunciation of his act of saying. "Nothing

is more anxiety provoking for the autistic chi[d", says Maleva[, "than to cede his

vocal jouissance, atienating himsetf in the signifier". He then protects himsetf
from the anguishing presence of the voice through verbosity or mutism, and he

avoids the Other's intertocution. Even when they speak ftuentty, as in the case of

high-functioning autists, they protect themselves against vocaI jouissance

through the lack of enunciation. This is where the loneliness of the autist stems
from, when it comes to taking up a position of enunciation, as wet[as the fixity in

his effort to maintain a static order against the chaos in his wortd.
MatevaI then posits two possibte types of way out which range from the

creation of a doubte in chiLdhood, to the creation of an Other of synthesis in

adulthood through the memorization of signs and, fina[ty, the use of highLy

complex autistic objects. Thus, from the [one[iness and mutism of early autism,
it is possibte to find the Asperger's syndrome of adulthood in a second phase,

after having worked on the jouissance that returns on the rim.
These devetopments are [ines of research that enabte us to reftect upon their

functioning within the analytic setting.
Eric Laurent shows that the inctusion of the subject in autism impLies the

functioning of a signifier that stands alone in the reat, without any possibitity o;

disp[acement, a spare part" acting in such way as to seek a fixed order and a

symbotic that is reatised without any possibte equivocation, a true "cipher o'

autism".la Not being abte to empathise is not necessarily a deficit, rather it allows

such chitdren to function without the imaginary obstacles of everyday tife. 0n the

other hand, Laurent adds, "we must give up the idea of the 'mechanicat chitd"' -
aLtuding to the Joey case by Bettetheim - and "speak rather of the organ chiLd

sincewhatisatstakeis"the montageof thebodyptusanobjectoutsideof thebody". '

12 Cf."La Conversation de Ctermont: enjeux d'un d6bat", in La Cause freudienne,lssue 78, op. cit.,:
1 13.

13 Matevat, J.-C., L'autiste et sa vox Seuit, Paris, 2009, p. 108.

14 Laurent, E, "Le chiff re de ['autisme", in Le nouvel Ane,lssue B, February 2008, p. 16.

15 Laurent, E., "Autisme et psychose: poursuite d'un diatogue avec Robert et Rosine Lefort" in --.
Cause freudienne, lssue 66,2007.
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As for the particutarities of the treatment, Eric Laurent, shows that autistic
encapsutation is a closed "protective bubbte"16 of a subject without a body. The

probtem is therefore not so much how to buiLd a rim, as in schizophrenia, but
how to disptace this neo-rim which is in itsetf very wetl constituted.

When the autistic chitd is brought to a consuttation, he often rejects any
contact with the other in so far as it is experienced as intrusive faced with an

encapsutated rim that is atmost stuck to the surface of his body. Through
exchanges articutated with an other who is experienced as less threatening, the
sheLt is dispLaced. What is sought is the buitding of a space that is neither the
subject's nor the other's, a space that allows for an approach that extracts the
chiLd from his indifference and his exact repetition of his relation with the other,
and thus articutates a space for ptay" - although it remains to be specified what
the status of this ptay is. These exchanges in the reaL [which are not therefore
purety imaginaryl, in which the metonymy of objects intervenes, atlow for the
construction of a space for the displacement of the rim and the emergence of

signifiers that become part of the chitd's private [anguage.

At times the "autistic object" with which the chitd circulates is included and

it atso enters the circuit of objects. This object is part of his personaI invention,
so white the anatytic orientation aims at the operation of "separation" - without
however inscribing it - this by no means impties that the chitd has to be deprived
of this object.

ln so far as the treatment targets singul.arities, it is possibte to be attentive
to the manifestations of the signifier that stands atone in the rea[, [istening to
the subject without objectifying him, and [earning his tanguage, to use Jean-
Robert Rabanet's expression. The autistic person's "bondtess" dimension, his

rejection of the other experienced as intrusive, give an even greater importance

to the interventions through which the anatyst becomes lhe partnerof the autistic

chitd, so that his speech may be heard.
Eric Laurent states that in order to appLy psychoanatysis to autism it is

necessary to atlow the subject to separate himsetf from his state of homeostatic

retreat, his retreat into his encapsutated body, and move into a mode of

subjectivity that partakes of an "autism for two" ld deux1.17 lt requires us to
become the new partner of the subject, outside any imaginary reciprocity and

without the function of symbotic intertocution.

It can be affirmed that there is transference in the direction of the treatment
of the autistic chitd: in each case its particutarities and its consequences in the

treatment have to be estabtished. lt catls upon invention not onty on the side of

the chitd, but aLso on the side of the analyst.

16 Laurent, E., "Les spectres de ['autisme", in La Cause freudienne, lssue 78, op. cit., p. 56 [Engl.ish

transtation ptanned for the next issue of lhe Psychoanalytical Notebooks of the London Society

llssue 25, 20121.

17 Laurent, E.,'Autisme et psychose:poursuite d'un diatogue avec Robert et Rosine Lefort", op. cit.
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As for the interviews with the parents, it is not about deserting parents by

naking them feet guiLty, but guiding them towards the different treatment
rptions. The straightforward interview comprised of questions tends to cause a

'eeting of being at fautt, even without any theory that points at the parents as a

rause of autism. This is an essentiaI e[ement to bear in mind in consultations
l,uith chitdren, if we do not want to leave the parents without resources, which
:an on[y [ead them to turn to so-calted "quick" re-education sotutions.

Io Conclude

D
l-sycHonxarysts is a legitimate treatment atternative for the autistic person, both
n individual work, working with the setting created around him, and within the
'ramework of institutionaI practice among many". lts treatment teaches us that
:he subject can never be reduced to an object of diagnosis, on the contrary, when
lpproaching him, in the way the anatyst is abte to, doors are opened to a singular
rniverse that no diagnostic manuaI coutd ever anticipate.

For an autistic chi[d, just as for any other chi[d with any other diagnosis, there
s no other "normality" but that of his or her own mode of functioning.

To address the autistic chitd as a subject, and not as an educabte object,
ntroduces the possibitity of an unexpected encounter with solutions that a[[ow
rim to reinsert himsetf in the 0ther in an originaI way, without him being shut
lway in a handicap or in pre-estabtished protocols. lt is a one-by-one treatment,
lut with others.

Buenos Aires, March 201 1

Trans[ated from the Spanish by Ftorencia Fern5ndez Coria Shanahan
0riginatty pubtished in Departamento de Autismo y psicosis, May 2011
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As for the interviews with the parents, it is not about deserting parents by

making them feet guiLty, but guiding them towards the different treatment
options. The straightforuuard interview comprised of questions tends to cause a

feeting of being at fautt, even without any theory that points at the parents as a
cause of autism. This is an essential etement to bear in mind in consuttations
with chitdren, if we do not want to leave the parents without resources, which
can onty lead them to turn to so-catted "quick" re-education solutions.

To Conclude

D
l-svcHonnAlysrs is a legitimate treatment atternative for the autistic person, both
in individuaIwork, working with the setting created around him, and within the
framework of institutionaI practice among many". lts treatment teaches us that
the subject can never be reduced to an object of diagnosis, on the contrary, when
approaching him, in the way the ana[yst is abte to, doors are opened to a singutar
universe that no diagnostic manuat coutd ever anticipate.

For an autistic chi[d, just as for any other chiLd with any other diagnosis, there
is no other "normatity" but that of his or her own mode of functioning.

To address the autistic chitd as a subject, and not as an educabte object
introduces the possibitity of an unexpected encounter with sotutions that attov.

him to reinsert himsetf in the 0ther in an original way, without him being shu:
away in a handicap or in pre-establ.ished protocots. lt is a one-by-one treatment
but with others.

Buenos Aires, March 201 '

Translated from the Spanish by Ftorencia Fern5ndez Coria Shanahan
0riginaLty pubtished in Departamento de Autismo y psicosis, May 201 '
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